
May 23, 2017 - Zeiss decision School Board meeting 
http://www.pbtech.org/clients/dublin_cc/dublinusd05232017.html 

Starting at 1h 19m 17s: discussing the Promenade site 

Amy: OK, I have a question, a couple questions, one question is, if, I know we talked about Promenade 
and that was sort of the optional alternate property and this might be more for Kim; but I’m wondering 
if you could tell us what that would look like if we were to choose Promenade within the budget 
constraints that we have? What would we be able to accomplish? 

Kim: Again you’ll recall that board had asked us not only to look at, I’m finally getting the hang of it here, 
OK. The board asked us to not only look at replicating facilities similar in style to Dublin High School and 
construction type, but also to look at more affordable options to see if that would in fact improve our 
ability to house students on any of the sites. We did look at the Promenade site, based on the cost 
estimates we have I believe the most, the option within the budget that the board has identified would 
house about 1000 students on that campus. We would not be able to accommodate with the currently 
allocated funds or what the board has indicted thus far, the full 1500-2000 students. 

Amy: OK what kind of building structures would that be? 

Kim: That would actually be, the analysis that we did is portable classrooms on a permanent foundation. 
So they would be slab on grade or a slab foundation, but they would be portable classrooms and the 
core facilities would be in a modularized kind of construction, but would be a probably one step above a 
portable.  

Megan: OK, a clarifying question off of that is when you say within the budget you mean about that 50% 
of measure H is that what you’re talking about when you say that figure is for 1000 students in portables 
it would be about $150-$160 million? Is that correct? 

Kim: Um correct, thank you for the clarification it, to be clear it isn’t at the dollar amount that we’ve 
identified for the Zeiss property at this point it is based on the parameters that the board identified of 
trying to stay about  half of the currently available measure H bonds funds. 

Megan: And have you taken a look at what can be done at the Promenade with the same amount of 
money as was listed for the Zeiss property, about $110 million? How many students would that 
accommodate? 

Kim: At this point looking at the analysis and again I want to indicate this is preliminary, but our 
preliminary analysis indicates that we could house slightly less than 500 students with the resources that 
we’re currently anticipating at Zeiss. 

Megan: OK, thank you. 

Jumping ahead to 1h 24m 7s: discussing cost savings at Zeiss 



Amy: I know we talked a little bit, and Scott you mentioned it, but I want to make sure it really registers. 
I think what’s critically important when we talk about this building is the cost savings to the district by 
purchasing a building that’s already got roads, utilities, parking, that has the lease in place. I think just to 
really reiterate that if you could because I can’t remember if you mentioned all of the components that 
we won’t have to pay for because they’re already included. 

Scott: Yes that’s correct so as a further clarification, again we mentioned if you drive by there you’ll see 
that the roadwork is done the sidewalks are in and that all the utilities are there to the building. That 
would be water, sewer, power, gas all the different things that anybody would need especially a school 
district. And in addition to that all of the parking lot is done and all the stripping is done on that… <and 
goes on to talk about the existing building. 

 

And then when Amy was changing her mind, Dan berated her about why are you PANDERING… 
Pandering? Dan did you forget that you were voted into your position to represent us, so now that you 
are in the position, you consider doing what we the public wants is pandering? 

Amy, tried to words in our collective mouths saying that what she is hearing is that we would rather 
have all the kids at Dublin High than to have the Zeiss site school. Which not a sole said or even hinted 
to. Then just before the vote Megan again tried to say that are we deciding then if we say no to this site 
are we then committing to expanding Dublin High? It’s what you want, so why don’t you just come right 
out and say that is what you want, but we will tell you this, it doesn’t matter what YOU as individuals on 
that board want it is what we the citizens of Dublin want that matters. It is OUR money it is NOT yours. 
You are there because 70 people can’t vote on every single decision so we put you up there to vote FOR 
us as if we as a group were voting. 

 

--------------------------------------------- 

Measure C $184M 2004 – 14 years ago and not even fully spent yet 
On the Bond Project List: 
Develop state-of-the-art high school facilities and accommodate growth in student enrollment 
Modernize, renovate and replace aging buildings and classrooms 
 
Measure E $99M 2012 – 6 years ago and not fully spent yet 
Prevent student overcrowding 
Update/replace aging classrooms 
 
Measure H $283M 2017 – why the huge rush to get every bit of this bond allocated already? 
 


